


We all remember how was it like to be a teenager.  
The last thing came to our mind when we had some 
problems was talking to our parents about it. 

But for youngsters now it is a way bigger problem about 
cyber bullying. Why?  
Simply because even if they tell their parents, fathers 
and mothers have no clue about how to deal with it. 
Or don’t even know about its existence. 
But hell, if they would know. 

That’s not okay. So how can we make children and their 
parents to start a conversation about it?



With the help of a third party. A third party 
children listen to: influencers. 

Influencers who faced and even right now 
they are facing some kind of online bullying 
on a daily basis. They are the ones receiving 
hundreds of comments a day. And some of 
them are not cheerful at all. 

Lucky us that Telekom has a history with 
dozens of them, and Telekom has enough 
influence to ask them to raise awareness 
about the topic.



Okay, it does make sense, but how will we reach 
parents by youtubers? They don’t even know 
their names! The answer is simple: we will use 

them to make children to open up. If not towards 
their parents, but towards the influencers.



UNLIST ALL

Telekom will ask our youtubers to unlist all of their 
videos for a day except one. Right before this video 
the followers will meet a bumper ad: 

If Fruzsi Viszkok would have cared about bullies,  
her chanel would not exist now. 

In these videos Pamkutya, Fruzsi Viszkok, Isti Szalay, 
Uneld etc, are talking about the issue of 
cyberbullying. They tell their stories and even show 
the bully messages they got over the years. 

By that they are inspiring youngsters to share 
anonymously their stories. And by stories we mean 
actual conversations in which they were bullied. It can 
be a Facebook or an iMessage conversation, or even a 
comment they received under a picture. The most 
important thing is to make bullied teenagers to share 
these conversations on telekom.hu/myconversation. 



BULLY BOT ON THE CLP
We are going to use these 
conversations to build a Bully Bot, a 
chatbot which will only communicate 
through these real bully messages. 
And this is what we are going to use 
to demonstrate how it feels like to be 
bullied. 

At frequent public places we create 
smart CLPs. These CLPs will have 
sensors to detect if somebody is 
standing in front of them and the 
chatbot starts a conversation. Not 
just in written but out loud as well. 
The passenger will be given the 
chance to answer by touchscreen but 
the bully CLP will not cease the 
messaging. 

If the adult block the chat on the CLP 
the packshot message appears



BULLY BANNER

Of course, we want to reach a wider 
audience, that’s why we are using the Bully 
Bot in banners as well. We are targeting an 
audience having a high chance to have 
children. On these platform the banner works 
the similar way like the ones on the smart 
CLPs. The user will be given the chance to 
answer like in a real chat. 

We use floating banners so the parents 
cannot skip the Bully Bot’s messages. Just 
like a bullied children cannot skip a 
conversation. And if they open another site, 
the banner will appear again.



From the banners we are landing 
the parents to the telekom.hu/
startaconversation site. 

On this microsite we bring back 
our influencers, so that they 
explain the parents the 
phenomenon of cyberbullying. And 
not just bullying, but how each of 
the platforms used by their 
children works. 
 
But most importantly we ask them 
to make the rst step to start a 
conversation with their teenage 
boy or girl. 

MICROSITE



Right now parents are already aware of the issue. 
If they want, they can talk about it with their 
children. But it is really important not to expect 
from teenagers to open up right after the rst talk 
at the dinner. And even if they do, the best 
advices come from those who already got 
cyberbullied. 

This is why on telekom.hu/myconversation - the 
site on which previously have been uploaded the 
bully conversations – will give the opportunity to 
teenagers to start a chat conversation 
anonymously with those who knows the drill.

MYCONVERSATION



THANK YOU!


